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Project Management Rationale

I am a list person. I close every work day by creating a new to-do list for the following day. List keep me organized and on track,

especially since I tend to be forgetful. Unfortunately for me, it seems that as technology advances, the good, old-fashioned list is

becoming more and more obsolete.

At the beginning of my graduate program I explored project management software and was reminded of the pitfall they all share -

they're a lot of work. In a blog post on the topic, I wrote that "You must spend a significant amount of time on the front end setting up

the system. Then, you must get everyone else to buy into the system. Then, you need to track down and follow-up with the colleagues

who refuse to buy into the system which doubles the work. Finally, you must remember to update the system for those who have

bought in, or the system becomes obsolete. So, while project management software may be very helpful in an organization with an

individual whose job is devoted to running that system – a project manager – for those of us who are just desperately trying to bring

order to the chaos, these systems feel like a bandaid on a bullet wound." You can read the full post here. 

Perhaps this is a bad outlook, but unfortunately that's been my experience. But, with only six weeks remaining to research, outline,

write, and record an episode of Convergence & Consequence, as well as outline two others, I needed something a bit more robust

than my normal lists. I opted to use Teams since that is what I use through work. It's a fairly basic system, but certainly more

advanced and more flexible than pen on paper. 

Beyond my familiarity with the program, I also like that it sends reminders about due dates right to my work email, and since it's a

product I already use, I wont forget to check in on my tasks regularly as I might with a different program that I'm less familiar with.

https://gutenmorgenspinne.com/2020/09/20/project-management-software-now-with-more-time-sucking-features-than-ever/


I began by deciding how my work would be broken up. Since the

plan is to have everything delivered at the end of this seven-week

course, I decided to use the learning modules as my buckets to

which tasks would be assigned.

I then referenced my planned deliverables from last week's

proposal, and split them up between the modules. It's a big project

so taking it one bite at a time makes the work seem more realistic to

accomplish in the timeframe.

I gave each task a due date and assigned them to myself so that I'd

receive email notifications when due dates are approaching. I also

broke down larger tasks such as "Annotate Bibliography" to include

smaller steps such as deciding which articles to read and annotate

in each week. As I work on each task, I can mark off the sub-tasks

to show the work I have already completed.



Teams is a nice option for

collaborative work as well

since tasks can be assigned

to any person on the team. 

The task options are

reasonably robust without

becoming clunky and you

can add as much or as little

information into them as

you feel is necessary.



Outline of Deliverables

Project Management plan
Annotated bibliography updates

Podcast creation content
Blog post 2 of 7

Due Nov. 7

02
Annotated bibliography updates

Lost Generation content
Podcast logo
Episode 1 outline
Blog post 3 of 7

Due Nov. 14

03

Annotated bibliography updates
Serial killers content

Episode 2 outline
Episode 1 draft script
Blog post 4 of 7

Due Nov. 21

04

Annotated bibliography updates
Founding Fathers content

Episode 3 outline
Episode 1 test script
Blog post 5 of 7

Due Nov. 28

05

Intro & outro recording
Episode 1 test recording
Script rewrites/final draft
Episode art 1-3
Blog post 6 of 7

Due Dec. 5

06

Final cut of Episode 1
Final annotated bibliography
Formatted Episode 2 & 3 outlines
Blog post 7 of 7

Due Dec. 12

07



"AN HOUR OF PLANNING
CAN SAVE YOU TEN
HOURS OF DOING."

— Dale Carnegie


